Chef’s Corner: Grilled Whole Sheepshead Fish
July 2020
You’ll want to give these tasty “Convicts” a “Get out Of Jail Free” card and
dinner invitation once you’ve tried this incredible dish!
As I fish more and more across North Carolina’s Outer
banks (OBX), I make a point of constantly exploring new
places and opportunities. One of my 2019 objectives was to
uncover new ways to enjoy great fishing across OBX
independent of a boat, kayak, or off-road vehicle (ORV).
In this instance, I decided to take a trip down memory lane
and do a little pier fishing at my neighborhood fishing pier in
located in the heart of Rodanthe Village, NC.
Of all the fishing piers across OBX, the Rodanthe Pier
appears the least likely to produce fish. But looks are
deceiving!
This pier, like all Hatteras Island establishments, has
suffered significant storm damage over the years. But there it
sits - a perfect place to take a proverbial long walk on a
short pier - yet it remains incredibly productive year-afteryear and is a carefully-kept Sheepshead angler’s honey hole!

Grilled Whole Sheepshead with Smoked Paprika and
Mediterranean Spices!

The mild, succulent taste comes from the sweet sand fleas,
coquina clams, and shrimp that make up the bulk of their diet
along the sloping beaches of the Outer Banks.
The under-appreciated sheepshead fish is a deep-bodied,
compressed marine fish with sharp dorsal spines. It
commonly reaches 10 – 20 inches but can grow as large as
35 inches! It has a hard mouth and stubby teeth that bear a
spooky resemblance to human teeth.
Sheepshead feed on clams, oysters, and other bivalves, as
well as barnacles, fiddler crabs and a variety of other sweet
crustaceans.
As one might expect, its diet contributes to the sweet,
succulent flavor of the flesh when cooked.
Grilling, frying, steaming, baking, blackening, and poaching
all work well for this richly flavored fish, and when properly
iced and vacuum packed, it freezes very well for later use
should you have more than you need for supper!
Its black and grey stripes and notorious reputation as a baitJuly 2019: Author with a nice Rodanthe Convict Fish!
stealer have aptly earned the nickname “Convict Fish,” but I
was able to capture a few for the cooler and hope you can too because the culinary reward is well worth the chase!

The Signature Teeth of a Sheepshead!

Step 1: Catch a Nice Mess of “Convict Fish!”

Ingredients:
Simple is best for this delicious fish! That’s what makes this recipe so great!
Here’s all you need:
•
•
•
•

Five medium-sized Sheepshead (1.5-2.5 pounders), scaled, cleaned, and rinsed
Olive oil spray
Fresh lemon, halved
Spices for the fish include sea salt, fresh ground black pepper, granulated garlic, oregano, and smoked paprika.

Directions:
Fire-up the coals and allow to get white-hot before grilling.
I like to use a charcoal chimney to start the coals rather than lighter fluid, which can taint the smoke when grilling. I have
also found that hardwood charcoal produces the best results and smoke. Just load the chimney with the hardwood
charcoal and place balled-up newspaper underneath the chimney; light the newspaper, and in 10-15 minutes – voila!
Dump the hot coals into the grill basin; spread evenly; and patiently let them get white-hot.
Spray or wipe a light coat of oil on the grill to season the cooking grid. This will help make the fish easier to flip.
Preparing and grilling the cleaned Sheepshead.
Cover two sheet pans with aluminum foil for ease of cleaning.
Place whole fish on covered pans and coat or spray each side of the fish with olive oil.
Dust with salt and pepper.
Flip the fish over and repeat.
The coals should be getting nice and hot by now!

Building a Perfect Bed of Coals.

White-Hot Coals Ready to Go!

Preparing the Fish for Placement on the Grill using Olive Oil, Salt, and Pepper.
Once the coals are white-hot, arrange the fish on the cooking grid and close the grill to control the heat and allow the
smoke to billow inside as the fish cooks.
Allow to cook for 10-12 minutes.
Open the lid on the grill and baste the exposed side one more time to moisten the surface.
Dust with garlic, oregano, and smoked paprika (you can also add a little more salt and pepper to taste if needed).
Use a wide grilling spatula to carefully loosen each fish before flipping – try to keep the flavorful skin intact!
Flip each fish and either spray or baste with olive oil to revitalize the charred surface.

Dust with garlic, oregano, and smoked paprika (you can also add a little more salt and pepper to taste if needed).
Close the lid and adjust the vents to snuff any flames and get the desired smoke and heat.
Cook for an additional 8-12 minutes based on desired level of doneness.
Remove the lid and squeeze fresh lemon juice over each fish to moisten and deglaze before removing and serving.
The lemon will add that wonderful acidity so revered in Mediterranean dishes!
Carefully loosen each fish from the cooking grid before removing, taking care to preserve as much crispy, delicious skin
as possible!

Grilling Side One.

Baste, Season, and Flip!

Ready to Flip!

Grilled, Seasoned, and Charred to Perfection – Mmmmm-Mmmmm Good!

Remove each fish and serve – guaranteed to generate smiles all around the dinner table!

Wife Frances and neighbor Jeff ready to carry the fish upstairs for a Salvo Village feast OBX-style!
Here are a few more notes on grilling Sheepshead and other fresh fish whole:
•
•

•
•
•

The oil behind the head is buttery and releases a sweet flavor into the fish when grilled whole!
I do not to score the fish when grilling because I like to keep the oils and juices locked in vice letting them out! It
takes a little longer, but your patience will be rewarded with moist, succulent flesh and a beautiful homogeneous
glaze on each surface!
It’s okay to peak under the hood and spray a little oil on the fish as it cooks and to flare-up the fire provided the
lid and vents are used to snuff the flames and create trap that beautiful smoke inside the grill!
Don’t wait too long for the first flip else the skin could char too much and the flesh could become too soft to flip
perfectly intact.
I sometimes squeeze a little lemon juice on the fish while its cooking to increase the glazing effect and create a
little more smoke. The lemon moistens the surface and allows the smoke to really penetrate nicely!

ENJOY!
Contributed by CHAC Angler John Germanos, aka “The Instinctive Chef” with an assist from
our friends at the Rodanthe Pier in Hatteras, NC!

